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Abstract: As semiconductor processes enter the nanoscale, system-on-chip (SoC) interconnects
suffer from link aging owing to negative bias temperature instability (NBTI), hot carrier injection
(HCI), and electromigration. In network-on-chip (NoC) for heterogeneous manycore systems, there
is a difference in the aging speed of links depending on the location and utilization of resources.
In this paper, we propose a heterogeneous manycore NoC topology synthesis that predicts the aging
effect of each link and deploys routers and error correction code (ECC) logic. Aging-aware ECC
logic is added to each link to achieve the same link lifetime with less area and latency than the
Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) logic. Moreover, based on the modified genetic algorithm,
we search for a solution that minimizes the average latency while ensuring the link lifetime by
changing the number of routers, location, and network connectivity. Simulation results demonstrate
that the aging-aware topology synthesis reduces the average latency of the network by up to 26.68%
compared with the aging analysis and the addition of ECC logic on the link after the topology
synthesis. Furthermore, topology synthesis with aging-aware ECC logic reduces the maximum
average latency by up to 39.49% compared with added BCH logic.

Keywords: heterogeneous manycore system; network-on-chip; topology synthesis; aging resilience;
error correction code; genetic algorithm

1. Introduction

In the recent decades, the parallel communication performance of network-on-chip (NoC) has been
demonstrated in manycore system-on-chip (SoC) interconnect architectures [1–4]. Recently, research
has been actively conducted on heterogeneous manycore architectures that integrate processing
elements (PEs) on a single chip to form a chip multiprocessor (CMP) solution [2,4]. For the multi-level
integration of the heterogeneous manycore system, existing NoC architectures such as the ring, mesh,
and tree exhibit limitations in terms of providing scalability and low latency. The NoC for such a
system should have dedicated connectivity customized by the interconnect designer.

In NoCs for heterogeneous manycore architectures, not only the communication load between
PEs, but also their size and location must be considered. Even if communication loads between two PEs
are high, they can be placed further away to mitigate power and heat issues. In this case, the PEs may
need to communicate across multiple routers. When defining the connectivity of NoC, determining
the location of routers and links by considering these physical elements together is referred to as
NoC topology synthesis [5–7]. Various heuristic-based topology synthesis techniques were studied to
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improve NoC performance in heterogeneous manycore NoC designs. Existing schemes have applied a
fixed number of routers in the chip. These methods make it possible to find a reasonable solution in
NoC with a specific number of routers. However, in situations where the number of routers is not
assigned, algorithms must be executed several times for different numbers of routers, which requires
additional computation time.

In contrast, due to the miniaturization of semiconductor processes, delay faults in communication
data due to the aging of flip-flops and metal wires have become a significant concern in the SoC
interconnect design [8–10]. In the nanoscale process, aging-induced delay faults occur mainly due to
negative bias temperature instability (NBTI), hot carrier injection (HCI), and electromigration [11–15].
NBTI and HCI increase the threshold voltage of the transistors, and electromigration increases the
resistance in metal wires, resulting in longer data transfer delay [8,9,15].

Few studies have considered the aging effect in the high-level design of the on-chip interconnect,
because it was treated as a low-level design problem. However, recent studies show that in the topology
synthesis of heterogeneous manycore NoC, the aging process can be predicted based on the length and
communication load of each link [14–16]. If the aging effect of each link is taken into consideration
during the NoC topology synthesis, it is possible to reduce the performance degradation through the
placement of interconnect modules and links. Moreover, this will aid in the recovery of aging resilience
by correcting the error even if a delay fault occurs by using the error correction logic.

The forward error correction, based on error correction code (ECC) logic such as Hamming
and Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH), is widely used to improve communication reliability in
NoC [17–19]. This logic is efficient in correcting random errors, because they have uniform error
correction capability for each bit. However, links with non-uniform error rates per bit require ECC
logic with high correctability, latency, area, and power consumption, considering the worst case. NoC
links have non-uniform reliability even in bits, due to different initial crosstalk noise and aging-induced
delay [11–13]. In these links, the design of customized ECC logic is needed to improve aging resilience
and latency.

In this regard, we propose a topology synthesis that optimize the average latency of the network
while guaranteeing the lifetime of the links by considering the aging process of NoC links. There are
three main contributions to this research. First, the topology synthesis considering the aging effects
of the links is performed to prove that low-level design factors can be reflected in the NoC design.
Second, non-linear ECC logic is generated based on the possibility of aging-induced delay fault on
links, achieving the same level of reliability with less overhead than BCH logic. Third, a topology
synthesis employing an improved genetic algorithm (GA) is proposed, which flexibly allocates the
number of routers to be placed on a chip to determine the reasonable number.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the related studies of this research
field are introduced in terms of aging-resilient design, error recovery scheme, and topology synthesis.
In Section 3, the problem definition and flow of aging-resilient topology synthesis are presented.
In Section 4, the aging-induced delay model of each link and the aging-aware ECC logic generation
method are proposed. In Section 5, a modified GA-based topology synthesis technique is described,
which flexibly assigns the number of routers. Simulation results shown in Section 6 verify the
contributions presented above. Conclusions are given in Section 7.

2. Related Works

2.1. Aging-Resilient Design for NoC

The lifetime problem of NoC links due to the aging process was solved by selecting an appropriate
routing strategy [15–19]. Boraten et al. proposed an adaptive routing method that guarantees regular
communication by assigning a bypass path in the event of a link failure. They achieved high reliability
owing to the path diversity, especially in networks with high bisection bandwidth. In contrast,
Rohbani et al. focused on the communication load on the links and their effect on the aging speed.
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They conducted a study to balance the load on all links through oblivious routing, which assigns
different paths for communications thereby avoiding high loading of links.

We solve this problem at the front-end compared with the previous works, which optimizes not
only link lifetime, but also the average latency. Based on the analysis of the aging process for each link,
a topology synthesis solution is generated that optimizes the lifetime and average latency of the NoC.
Numerous studies have analyzed the NoC aging process [20–25]. This includes studying the threshold
voltage shift model by NBTI and HCI and the wire resistance shift model by electromigration, which
are the leading causes of NoC aging. This study confirms the aging process of each link based on
previous research and proposes a suitable network component arrangement.

2.2. Error Recovery Scheme in NoC Datapath

Data error growth is a critical problem even in NoC, where links are shorter links than those in buses.
Therefore, various ECC-based solutions have been developed for the error correction. End-to-end error
correction scheme using error recovery techniques in the transmission layer were introduced [19,26].
In contrast, switch-to-switch error correction has been proposed to apply error recovery techniques in
network layers to optimize the link unit reliability of NoC [26–28]. End-to-end studies add ECC logic to
the PE’s inputs and outputs, hence requiring less logic than the switch-to-switch error correction, which
involves ECC logic on each link. Nevertheless, this technique requires ECC with high correctability
considering error overlap, and it causes NoC malfunction in the event of an error in the head flit.

The proposed method should guarantee proper reliability for each link based on the aging-induced
delay fault analysis of each link. Therefore, we employ the switch-to-switch error correction. Because
the switch-to-switch method requires more logic than the end-to-end technique, the ECC logic must
achieve maximum communication reliability with minimum correctability. In some studies, it was
confirmed that there is a variation in the link lifetime due to the difference in initial and aging-induced
delay of each wire [11–13]. In the aging analysis, we identify the possibility of aging-induced delay
faults and generate low-cost ECC logic with specialized correction capabilities.

2.3. Topology Synthesis of NoC

Topology synthesis, which defines the location and connectivity of NoC components, has been
studied to optimize parameters such as average latency and power consumption [5,29–31]. These
studies assumed a heuristic approach to solve the NP-hard problem of NoC design. Leary et al.
performed GA-based optimization, which does not quickly converge to sub-optimal solutions [30].
Soumya et al. proposed an optimization technique based on particle swarm optimization [5]. This study
expands the number of cases that can be generated by a more flexible positioning of routers on the chip.

The proposed technique proceeds with GA-based topology synthesis; however, it improves each
step in the algorithm to meet the contribution of arranging various numbers of routers and assigning
an aging resilience to each link. The number of routers employed is changed when topology synthesis
cases are created and modified to consider individuals with varying numbers of routers. Moreover,
to fabricate a case that guarantees aging resilience, when evaluating average latency, the latency of
the ECC logic generated in each link needs to be considered, and a local search process needs to be
provided to improve it.

3. Overall Flow of Proposed Topology Synthesis

The topology synthesis proposed in this study proceeds with the flow, as shown in Figure 1. First,
four types of inputs are defined: The system-level NoC specification, virtual floorplan information of
the PEs in the chip, process parameters of the chip, and the communication task graph. The system-level
NoC specification includes the parameters that must be followed in the NoC design, such as maximum
link length constraints, bandwidth, maximum number of ports in the router, number of virtual channels,
and maximum number of routers available. The virtual floorplan of the PE provides information on
which PEs are arranged in the chip. The process parameters include the resistance per unit length of
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the wire, permittivity, propagation delay of the flip-flops, and the setup time. This information is used
for analyzing the delay extended by the initial state and aging of each link on NoC. The communication
task graph CTG(P, E) is a weighted directed graph, where each vertex pi ∈ P corresponds to a PE in
the graph, and each directed edge ei, j ∈ E represents communication from PE pi to PE p j. The edge is
labeled with a value wi, j equal to the bandwidth requirement of the communication from pi to p j.
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Four types of outputs are available as a result of the NoC topology synthesis: The NoC topology
graph, ECC logic added to each link, average latency expected by the system, and chip lifetime.
The NoC topology graph is a directed graph TG(R, N, Lnr, Lrr), where R is the set of routers used in
the topology, N is the set of nodes, Lnr represents the set of links between nodes and routers, and Lrr

represents the set of links between routers. L = Lnr ∪ Lrr depicts the set of all links. The ECC logic
added to each link includes the error correction capability and hardware structure of the ECC logic
to prevent aging-induced delay faults over the guaranteed lifetime. The on-chip location of routers
and links contains the location of routers R and wiring information of links Lnr and Lrr in the NoC.
The routing path for each communication depicts R, Lnr, and Lrr through which packets pass through
all edges of CTG(P, E).

The proposed design scheme should derive a topology synthesis solution that minimizes the
average latency, while satisfying the constraints, using the input given above. First, we construct initial
topology synthesis cases to apply a GA using NoC specifications and floorplan information. In the GA,
each case is generated with randomness, because it is desirable to have the broadest possible search
area. The prediction of the delay shift due to the aging process, based on process parameters and the
communication load, is progressed in each link conductor of the generated initial cases. Subsequently,
the possibility of failure during the aging period of each link is determined, and the generation of ECC
logic suitable for the link progresses. Finally, the iterative GA drive searches the topology synthesis
case, where the average delay is optimized.

Aging-resilient NoC topology synthesis generates the parameters and variables listed in Table 1
to express the problem. The aim of the proposed topology synthesis is to find the topology graph
TG(R, N, Lnr, Lrr), location of the router, and location of the link that can minimize the average delay.
The objective function expressing the average delay can be generated as follows. If there is a physical
link between routers rk and rl, and this link is included in the routing path of data transmission from
PEs pi to p j, then the value of pathrk, rl

pi, p j
is 1. In this case, the latency in the transmission from rl to rk is
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the sum of the latency Trouter consumed in the pipeline stage of the router and the latency of the ECC
logic added to the link trl

portn
rk

. Moreover, the total latency required for the packet transmission from pi to

p j can be obtained by adding one clock cycle that applies data to the network layer from pi. Therefore,
the problem of minimizing the average delay is equivalent to minimizing the following equation.

Minimize


∑
∀ei, j∈E

wi, j


1 +

∑
∀rk, rl ∈ R,

∀n < PORTMAX

(
Trouter + trl

portn
rk

)
pathrk, rl

pi, p j




. (1)

Table 1. Parameters and variables for aging-aware NoC topology synthesis.

Parameters Definitions

posixpi Horizontal position of left end of PE pi on chip

posiy
pi

Vertical position of bottom end of PE pi on chip

sizex
pi Horizontal size of PE pi

sizey
pi

Vertical size of PE pi

LENMAX Maximum link length constraint in network

PORTMAX Maximum number of ports in a router

TRouter Latency of transmission of a router

Variables Definitions

posixri
Horizontal position of router ri

posiy
ri

Vertical position of router ri

portn
ri

PE or router connected to n-th port of router ri

wireportn
ri

Wire placement information of link from router ri to portn
ri

linkpi, r j Variable assigned value 1 if a link exists between PE pi and router r j. Otherwise, value is 0

linkri, r j Variable assigned value 1 if a link exists between routers ri and r j. Otherwise, value is 0

lenpi, r j Link length between PE pi and router r j

lenri, r j Link length between routers ri and r j

tportn
ri

Additional latency of link wireportn
ri

caused by ECC logic

pathri, r j Variable that has value 1 if there is a routing path from routers ri to r j. Otherwise, value is 0

The following is the set of constraints that the topology synthesis solution must satisfy.

• The location of all routers cannot exist in the area where PEs are placed (i.e., router position
constraint).

∀pi ∈ P, ∀r j ∈ R,
(
posixr j

< posixpi

)
or

(
posiy

r j
< posiy

pi

)
or

(
posixpi

+ sizex
pi
< posixr j

)
or

(
posiy

pi
+ sizey

pi
< posiy

r j

)
. (2)

• The physical path of all links cannot exist in the area where PEs are placed (i.e., link position
constraint).

∀pi ∈ P, ∀r j ∈ R,
(
wireportn

ri
< posixpi

)
or

(
posiy

r j
< posiy

pi

)
or

(
posixpi

+ sizex
pi
< posixr j

)
or

(
posiy

pi
+ sizey

pi
< posiy

r j

)
(0 < n < PORTMAX).

(3)
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• Each PE must be connected to only one router (i.e., PE connection constraint).

∀pi ∈ P,
∑
∀ri∈R

linkpi,r j = 1. (4)

• Routers must be connected such that a communication path with each other exists (i.e., link
connection constraint).

∀ri, r j ∈ R, pathri,r j = 1. (5)

• The length of the link between the PEs, routers, and between routers must be less than LMAX (i.e.,
maximum link length constraint).

∀pi ∈ P, ∀r j ∈ R, lenpi,r j < LMAX. (6)

∀ri, r j ∈ R, lenri,r j < LMAX. (7)

• The number of ports in each router must not exceed PORTMAX (i.e., maximum router port
constraint).

∀r j ∈ R, num_portri < PORTMAX. (8)

4. Aging-Resilient Design of NoC with Non-Uniform ECC Assignment

4.1. Time Constraint of NoC Links

For the generation of aging-aware ECC logic, it is necessary to assess whether there is a delay
fault for each link during its lifetime. Figure 2 provides the factors that affect the delay error of the
data in the data transmission of inter-router links. Rwire and Ccoupling are the resistance and coupling
capacitance of the link wire, respectively, and T is the period of the clock connected to the flip-flops.
twire−pg, t f f−pg, t f f−su are the propagation delay of the wire, propagation delay of the upstream flip-flop,
and the setup time of the downstream flip-flop, respectively. The value of Rwire and Ccoupling can alter
twire−pg. As the threshold voltage of the transistor inside the flip-flop increases, t f f−pg and t f f−su also
increase. In this case, the setup time constraint, as shown in Equation (9), must be satisfied to prevent
the delay fault in the link.

twire−pg + t f f−pg + t f f−su < T. (9)
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Immediately after the chip is manufactured, the interconnects in the chip that passed the defect
test satisfy Equation (9). However, as time elapses, the value on the left side of Equation (9) increases
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due to the aging process. NBTI and HCI shift the threshold voltage of the transistor to increase t f f−pg
and t f f−su, and electromigration shifts the resistance of the link wire to increase twire−pg. If the left side
of the relation becomes greater than T, an aging-induced delay fault occurs on the link.

We derive the aging speed of links based on the models specified in [23–26] and analyze the
timing slack of links in their lifetime. In Section 4.2, NBTI, HCI, and the electromigration process, as
well as the corresponding shift model are introduced. Section 4.2 describes a technique for generating
ECC logic that provides differential reliability on a bit-by-bit basis, depending on whether a delay fault
is predicted in each wire.

4.2. Aging-Induced Delay Model

This section assesses whether aging-induced delay faults occur on links. First, the threshold
voltage shift model based on NBTI and HCI and the resistance shift model based on electromigration
are introduced. Table 2 shows the contents and values of the parameters used to predict the aging
process, including NBTI, HCI, and electromigration of the NoC link in the 32 nm process [15].

Table 2. Parameters and variables for the aging-aware NoC topology synthesis.

Parameter Value Description

nNBTI 0.166 Time exponent for NBTI

nHCI 0.5 Time exponent for HCI

Kv
qtox
εox

3
K2

1Cox
(
Vgs −Vth

)√
Ce

2Eox
Eo

q 1.6× 10−19 Electron charge (C)

tox 1.75× 10−9 Oxide thickness (m)

εox 3.45× 10−11 Dielectric constant (F/m)

K1 7.5 Fitting parameter (C−0.5nm−2.5)

K 1.38× 10−23 Boltzmann constant (J/◦K)

Cox 1.97× 10−2 Oxide capacitance per unit area (F/m2)

Vgx 0.9 Operating voltage (V)

Vth 0.56 Initial threshold voltage (V)

C T−1
0 e−

Ea
KT

To 10−8 Fitting parameter

Ea 0.49 Activation energy (eV)

T Temperature (◦K)

Eox 1.9× 108 Electric field (V/m)

Eo 3.4× 1010 Peak electric field (V/m)

α Duty cycle

t1 10−4 Stress period (s)

t Aging period (s)

ξ 0.95 Back diffusion constant

γ 0.18 Healing factor

A0 10−7 Height of wire (m)

D0 6.5× 10−7 Frequency factor in copper oxide (m2/s)

Qa 1.64× 105 Activation energy in copper oxide (J/mole)

R 8.31 Gas constant (J/mole◦K)

Ta Absolute temperature of wire (◦K)
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NBTI reveals one of the most critical aging effects on NoC routers [9]. The electric field on the
gate insulator and the high-temperature state accelerate aging due to NBTI. This electric field separates
the Si–H boundary generated in the process, creating a trap at the interface of the silicon and the gate
insulator, and increasing the threshold voltage of the p-type transistor [4,5,11]. This study employs the
NBTI model proposed in [23] presented in Equation (10). The model calculates the effect of operating
voltage, temperature, stress period, and aging period on the transistor threshold voltage.

∆VNBTI
th =

(
n2K2

vαCt1t
ξ2t2

ox(1− α)

)n

. (10)

While NBTI has a destructive effect on p-type transistors, HCI is generally regarded as the most
crucial reliability challenge of n-type transistors [7]. HCI occurs when the charge carrier is accelerated
from the source to the drain of the transistor and exceeds the potential barrier between the gate insulator
and the silicon, thereupon escaping the channel to increase the threshold voltage. The HCI effect on
the threshold voltage is represented by the relationship in Equation (11) [24,25]. The parameters are
described in Table 2.

∆VHCI
th =

qtoxtn

εox
×

1
2n

√
K

1
2n Cox

(
Vgs −Vth

)(
e

Eox
E0

)2
. (11)

The electron flow inside interconnects with small cross-sectional areas moves the
thermally-activated metal ions in the direction of the current flow. This effect accumulates metal ions
at one end of the wire and makes the other end thinner. After some time, the electrical characteristics
of the conductor change, and the RC delay of the conductor increases as the shape of the conductor
changes [12]. Nowadays, the signal path of modern chips is made of copper with a higher conductance
than aluminum. However, electromigration has become a bigger problem than in the past, because it
has a more significant impact on copper than on aluminum [9]. Equation (12) represents the change in
resistance Rw of the wire, according to electromigration [26].

∆Rw =

2Rwγ
A0

√
D0te

−Qa
2RTa

1− 2γ
A0

√
D0te

−Qa
2RTa

. (12)

The π model can include the shift models presented above to analyze the left-hand side of
Equation (9) using simulation program with integrated circuit emphasis (SPICE). This method allows
high-precision analysis using the information in the technology library; however, it is difficult in terms
of computation time as it requires the execution of many links. In this regard, Synopsys HSPICE
simulation to determine the value of twire−pg + t f f−pg + t f f−su is performed in advance on various
Vth and Rw. In this process, a 1.05 V supply voltage, 0.5 GHz clock frequency, and Synopsys 32
nm library is applied. The result is shown in Equation (13) and has a graph form like Figure 3.
If twire−pg + t f f−pg + t f f−su of the link with the aging effect is greater than 2 ns, an aging-induced delay
fault is expected to occur on the link.

∆twire−pg + t f f−pg + t f f−su
= 411.2V3

th + 0.001R3
w − 1.546V2

thRw + 0.0257VthR2
w − 146.7V2

th
−0.014R2

w + 0.2037VthRw + 17.22Vth + 0.1203Rw + 0.7621.
(13)
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4.3. Non-Uniform ECC Generation

After aging-induced delay fault analysis of link wires, ECC logic generation is performed to
enhance reliability. This generates aging-aware error correction logic for bit-level error recovery based
on the presence of a link delay fault, which is based on the aging effect predicted in each wire. First,
to generate the fault syndrome of the aging-aware ECC, the wires of the link are classified into three
groups based on the probability of a delay fault: The faulty wire group, semi-faulty wire group, and
unfaulty wire group. Wires that are expected to have a delay fault in their lifetime and hence must be
corrected are placed into a faulty wire group, and their number is expressed as NFG. Some wires are
analyzed to prevent delay faults during their lifetime; however, with a small timing slack, delay faults
in the wires may occur during practical use. Therefore, the clock period T is multiplied by a constant tm

between 0 and 1 determined by the designer to specify a stricter timing margin. Wires with delays that
do not exceed T, whereas they exceed tmT, are placed in semi-faulty wire groups, and their number is
expressed as NSG. Finally, wires with latency lower than tmT are placed into an unfaulty wire group.

Syndromes should be generated based on the error correction capability to be given to each wire
group. Because the wires in the faulty wire group are expected to cause a delay fault due to aging, they
should always be correctable, and the number of syndromes required is 2NFG . Because the wires of
a semi-faulty wire group have low probability of occurrence of a delay fault, they do not need to be
provided with a high-error correction capability. Therefore, a code is generated such that even if a
delay fault occurs in one wire belonging to a semi-faulty wire group, the wire can be recovered. Thus,
the number of error syndromes required for the semi-faulty wire group is NSG. The error correction
will not be performed on a non-faulty wire group, because they are expected to have no delay fault.

Because the aging-aware ECC must consider not only the error-free situation, but also the
fault situation for the faulty and semi-faulty wire groups. The total number of error syndromes of
(NSG + 1) × 2NFG is required. For the ECC parity bits to represent all error syndromes, the minimum
value of the number of parity bits p that satisfies condition (14) must be determined.

p < NFGlog2(NSG + 1). (14)

However, if a wire is added to the link to transmit the parity bit, the coupling capacitance of each
wire changes and the delay increases, such that the number of wires in the faulty and semi-faulty wire
groups may increase. Therefore, the delay estimation and the parity bit calculation must be repeatedly
performed when the parity bit is added. This process is complete when the result of the re-executed
parity bit calculation is same as the previous result.

For example, consider a data link with 8-bit data transmitted from w1 to w7, as shown in Figure 4.
If w3 is a faulty wire, and w2 and w4 are semi-faulty wires, the NFG value of the link is 1, NSG is 2,
and the minimum value of p that satisfies condition (5) is 3. If the number of faulty and semi-faulty
wires is changed in a 12-bit wire with 4 bits of parity, whether the current p satisfies condition (5)
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must be verified. If w4 is a faulty wire, and w5 and w6 are semi-faulty wires, then NFG is 2, NSG is 3,
and the minimum value of p is 5. When the delay prediction is repeated on the 13-bit wire, and the
minimum value of p is fixed to 5, the parity bit calculation required for the aging-aware ECC of the link
is complete.
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Subsequently, the generator matrix of the ECC logic for the error syndrome should be defined.
Because the generator matrix must have different error syndromes for all error patterns that need to be
corrected, the following conditions must be satisfied.

• Condition (1). Each column of the matrix must be unique.
• Condition (2). The result of the bitwise XOR operation between columns belonging to the faulty

wire group should be unique.
• Condition (3). The result of bitwise XOR operation between all the columns generated in Condition

(2) and the columns belonging to the semi-faulty wire group must be unique.

All generator matrices can be determined with the above-mentioned conditions. This problem
results in a Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT), and a solution can be found using a program such as
the SAT solver.

Table 3 summarizes the generation matrix of the aging-aware ECC added to the link specified in
Figure 4. Columns corresponding to bits 3 to 9 satisfy all conditions. By placing parity bits elsewhere
than in an unfaulty wire group, the number of ones in the matrix is reduced.

Table 3. Generation matrix of link in Figure 4 with 5-bit parity.

Bit Position 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Encoded data w0 w1 p0 p1 p2 p3 p4 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 w7

Parity bit
coverage

p0 - - 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 - - - -
p1 - - 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 - - - -
p2 - - 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 - - - -
p3 - - 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 - - - -
p4 - - 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 - - - -

Decimal - - 1 2 4 8 16 21 26 - - -

The proposed aging-aware ECC logic has a significantly smaller number of syndromes compared
with BCH logic, which corrects the same amount of errors. Thus, aging-aware ECC logic can achieve
the same level of reliability with lower latency.

5. Average Latency Optimization Using Genetic Algorithm

Once it becomes possible to generate aging-aware ECC logics and analyze their latency, the
average latency of topology synthesis cases can be optimized. Optimizing average latency by defining
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proper connectivity and location of routers and links is an NP-hard problem. Therefore, it is extremely
time-consuming to search for a reasonable solution considering all possible cases. To address this, we
propose a GA-based solution search. The GA is a heuristic algorithm that searches for reasonable
solutions by recombining the internal characteristics of high-performance cases. The GA prevents
the rapid convergence of non-optimal solutions through genetic crossover and mutation operations.
Furthermore, GA has demonstrated outstanding performance in the field of NoC connectivity and
routing path definitions, where partial performance improvements affect the performance of the overall
system [29–34].

GA-based NoC topology synthesis proceeds according to the flowchart of Figure 5. First, an
initial population of topology synthesis cases is generated to drive the algorithm. These cases are
randomly generated such that they are evenly spaced across the search area. Second, the average
latency evaluation for performance assessment is done on the generated cases. Here, aging-aware
ECC logic is generated as described in Section 4, and the shortest routing paths are assigned. Third,
the cases with lower average latency are selected as candidates for the next generation. Not only do
they participate as components of the next generation, they are also used in genetic operations such as
crossover, mutation, and local search. Fourth, for some of the selected cases, a crossover operation
is performed to transmit the location and connectivity information of the internal router to the other
cases. This process allows the combination of excellent characteristics of each case to improve the
performance of the entire network. Fifth, mutation operations are performed in which the router
location and connectivity of some cases are arbitrarily modified. This jump in the search area creates
models with different characteristics from existing cases and prevents rapid convergence to the local
optimum solution.
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Sixth, unlike the conventional GA, local search is performed to improve the average latency of the
network by adjusting the location and connectivity of routers in each case. When a router is relocated
in a network maintaining the same connectivity, the wire delay of the links associated with that router
changes. This change can reduce the number of syndromes required for ECCs added to each link and
shorten the latency of logic. In addition, latency improvements can occur when the connectivity of PEs
is slightly modified. Taking this into consideration, a solution that can improve the average latency by
slightly changing the characteristics of the topology synthesis case is explored.
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The topology synthesis cases generated by this process can be regarded as a newly evolved
population. We search for reasonable solutions by repeatedly performing the evaluation, selection,
crossover, mutation, and local search. The stop condition of a GA is usually determined by the
computation time or the degree of convergence of the entire cases. In this study, we set the stop
condition to the computation time to compare the results using a fixed number of routers.

The main contribution of this work, compared with previous approaches, is that the appropriate
number of routers is defined in topology synthesis. For this purpose, the internal operation is configured
such that the resulting case of each process has a varying number of routers. Section 5.1 defines the
data structure of the topology synthesis case used in the design, and Section 5.2 through Section 5.6
describe the operation of each process.

5.1. Data Representation of Topology Synthesis Case

For the computational speed acceleration of the proposed method, the data type must be defined
appropriately for the GA. As shown in Figure 1, the output of the proposed method is the NoC
topology graph, ECC logic set to each link, location of network components, and routing path for
communications. Once the location and connectivity of routers and links are defined, the rest of the
output can be derived, hence this data must be established first. Moreover, each case should be able to
quickly change the number of routers, the number of nodes connected to each router, and the length of
the links.

An example of the data representation is shown in Figure 6. Figure 6a shows a topology synthesis
case, and Figure 6b shows the structure of the corresponding data. p0 to p9 represents the location
and size of the PE in the map, and r0 to r4 represent the location of the router. Each router contains
information on its location, connected nodes, and placement of links. For example, r0 is located at
(5,10) when the lower left side of the chip is considered to be (0,0) and is connected to p0, p1, and r3.
Because the link to the port of p0 is placed one space left and one space up from r0, wireport0

r0
is {L1,U1}.

Similarly, because the link to the port of r3 is placed one space up and six spaces to the right from r0,
wireport1

r0
is {U1,R6}. This structure is not only simple for the creation or deletion of routers and ports,

but also to verify the design constraints of topology synthesis.
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5.2. Initialization

The initial population of GAs should be created with cases including different characteristics to
prevent rapid convergence to specific solutions and to navigate the broad area. Therefore, the instances
should be created with as high randomness as possible. Combined with the NoC topology synthesis
problem, the proposed scheme has a comprehensive search area, because it requires consideration of
cases with a varying number of routers. Moreover, cases where the design constraints are not satisfied
cannot be the solutions, hence they should not be created. We connect all PEs to random routers,
examining the relevant limitations to meet all these conditions, and then connect the routers such that
there is a path between all routers.

First, all PEs are connected to routers to satisfy the PE connection constraint. One of the
disconnected PEs is randomly selected, and there is a router nearby that satisfies the maximum link
length constraint and the maximum router port constraint. If there are n routers that satisfy this
constraint, a PE will be randomly connected to one of these routers, or a new router will be created.
The probability for each method is given as 1/(n + 1), such that all cases can be generated. If no router
meets this constraint, a new router must be generated. The new router is placed at random locations
that satisfy the maximum link length constraint and do not overlap with other components in the
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chip. It creates a link between the router and the PE with one of the shortest paths that likewise do not
overlap other components in the chip. By repeating this process, routers are connected to one or more
PEs and have one or more extra ports.

Once all PEs are connected to routers, the connection between the routers is made to satisfy the
router connection constraint. First, routers with transmission paths between them are represented in
groups. At the start of a router connection, all routers are disconnected, placing all of them in different
groups. Subsequently, one of the routers with an extra port is randomly selected and the existence of a
connectable router that satisfies the following two conditions is investigated.

• Connectable router must satisfy the maximum link length constraint and the maximum router
port constraint.

• Connectable router and the selected router must not exist in the same group.

If there are m routers that meet the above conditions, the router to be connected is randomly
linked to one of them. The probability for each method is given by 1/m. If no router is available, a
new router needs to be created. If there is a router that can be connected within 2LENMAX, a router is
randomly generated among the areas with a distance within LENMAX from both routers. Then, links
are created among them. If there is no connectable router, the search range is increased by LENMAX to
search for a connection candidate. Inter-router connections are made until they belong to the same
group to enable communication between all routers.

Figure 7 describes an initialization example of the topology synthesis case in Figure 6. LENMAX is
six based on grid spacing, and PORTMAX of the router is assumed to be four. First, one of the PEs not
connected to the router is randomly selected. In Figure 7a, p0 is selected. Because there is no router
that can be connected to p0, a new router r0 is created at a random location among the gray areas
where routers can be connected. Here, posixr0

has a value of five, and posiy
r0

has a value of ten. port0
r0

is
declared as p0 to be connected, and wireport0

r0
is given as the only shortest path {R1, U1}. In Figure 7b,

p5 is selected as the PE to be connected. There is half the probability of connecting to r0 and half of the
probability of connecting to a new router. Here, a new router r1 is created at a location connectable
with p5, and a link is declared between the two nodes. The possible wireport0

r1
exists only in {U2,R1},

hence the link is placed in this path. In Figure 7c, p1 is selected as the PE to be connected. There is half
the probability of connecting to r0 or half the probability of connecting to a new router.

When this process continues, and all PEs are connected to the routers, the inter-router connection
initiates, as shown in Figure 7d. First, routers connected to each other are represented as a group, and
routers from r0 to r4 are arranged in different groups. Next, r1 is selected as the router to be connected.
r0, r2, and r4 are routers that do not belong to the same group and satisfy the maximum link length
constraint and the maximum router port constraint. r1 and r2 belong to the same group, and both
routers need to declare the path of the port and link to which they will be connected. Accordingly,
port2

r1
becomes r2, and port2

r2
becomes r1. Moreover, wireport2

r1
becomes {R4}, which is the shortest path,

and wireport2
r2

becomes {L4}, which is the reverse direction. Next, a router is randomly selected until

all routers can communicate, and the process of connecting routers satisfying the above constraints
is repeated.
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PE-to-router connection.

5.3. Evaluation and Selection

After new topology synthesis cases are created, Equation (1) is evaluated for each case. The routing
path of each communication needs to be determined, and the latency of the ECC logic has to be added
to each link. Because there is only one routing path for each communication in the proposed topology
synthesis, it is possible to search the routing path using the tree search algorithm. The depth-first search
explores the routing path with the most prolonged latency, while the breadth-first search explores the
path with the lowest latency. This study adopts breadth-first search, reflecting the tendency for PEs
with massive communication to be close to each other in the virtual floorplan. For all communication
ei, j ∈ E, destination PE p j is searched from source PE pi to PEs with a low hop count to PEs with high
hop count. If p j is found, the order of the routers passed in this process becomes the routing path of e j,i.
If communication e j,i is included in E, then the routing path of that communication is in the reverse
order of the routing path of ei, j. Given the location of the routers, the site of the links, and the routing
path of each communication, the latency of the ECC logic can be evaluated using the aging-aware ECC
logic generation in Section 4.
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When the evaluation is completed, a selection is performed to select their shortest average.
Selecting about 40% of the objects and creating the remaining 60% through other operations is efficient
for navigation [35,36]. Considering the possibility that the best solutions in the group are reasonable
solutions, 5% of the fittest individuals are selected as those with the shortest average latency in the
group. The remaining 35% are selected through roulette wheel selection. Roulette wheel selection
is a selection method that provides the possibility of remaining as the next generation of objects,
considering that cases with long average latency can be optimized internally. The topology synthesis
has better performance when the average latency is lower, such that the selection progresses by giving
the selection probability of each case in inverse proportion to the average latency. Based on these
selected cases, 60% of the new objects are created through crossover, mutation, and local search.
In this study, 30% of them are generated through crossover, 10% through mutation, and 20% through
local search.

5.4. Crossover

In the crossover, some of the randomly selected entities exchange characteristics for generating
new ones. This process probably combines the optimized parts of the cases to optimize the objective
function. In the NoC topology synthesis problem, if the connectivity and location of a single router are
modified, all links associated with that router are moderated. This change can have a significant impact
on the average latency of communication. Moreover, as specified in the contribution, the topology
synthesis cases that occur after the crossover operation should be able to change the number of routers
deployed. Considering these points, we propose a crossover method of moving information from one
router to another.

First, two parent cases are randomly selected from the selected cases. In one case, we randomly
choose one router and name it the cross-router.

• Violation (1). For removing the cross-router, the links to the router are not removed.
• Violation (2). For removing the cross-router, the nodes connected to the router are disconnected.
• Violation (3). For creating a cross-router, PEs connected to the router are connected to two routers.
• Violation (4). For creating a cross-router, the router is disconnected from other routers.

For the elimination of these violations, some data must be modified in both cases. Violation (1)
is solved by removing all ports and links that are declared to be associated with the cross-router at
each router in the case where the chromosome has been removed. To remove Violation (2), the nodes
connected to the cross-router must be connected to other routers. In the same way as initialization,
the disconnected nodes and routers are connected, and if there are newly created routers, they are
connected with other routers.

As a solution for Violation (3), one of the two links to each violated PE must be broken. Because
the purpose of the crossover operation is to send internal characteristics of the case, the existing link
in the case is broken, and the link from the new router survives. Finally, we resolve Violation (4)
by combining the cross-router with another router as a router connection method of initialization.
The child cases with all violations removed are used in the next generation of operations with the
selected cases, as the result of the crossover operation.

Figure 8 shows an example of the proposed crossover operation. As shown in Figure 8a, two of
the selected cases are selected to be the parent cases of the crossover. Next, r4 of parent case 1 is selected
as the cross-router and passed to parent case 2, as shown in Figure 8b. At this time, Violation (1) occurs
at port2

r1
of parent case 1, and Violation (2) occurs at port0

r4
, port1

r4
, and port2

r4
. Similarly, Violation (3)

occurs in port2
r0

, port1
r2

, and port2
r2

in parent case 2, and Violation (4) occurs in port4
r4

.
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To resolve Violation (1), the values of port2
r1

and wireport2
r1

of parent case 1 are removed. To resolve

Violation (2), p3, p4, and p7 of parent case 1 are connected to other routers. This process is performed in
the same way as initialization of the PE connection, and a new router r4 is created. The r4 is connected
to r1 within a distance of LENMAX. Resultantly, child case 1 of Figure 8c is generated. To solve Violation
(3), port2

r0
, port1

r2
, port2

r2
, wireport2

r0
, wireport1

r2
, and wireport2

r2
in parent case 2 are removed. A router is

connected to r4 for the solution of Violation (4). In this example, it is connected to r0, which is within
LENMAX and connectable. As a result, child case 2 of Figure 8c is generated.
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5.5. Mutation

In a mutation, the internal characteristics of some individuals are changed randomly. This process
allows the individual to make large jumps in the search area to approach a new reasonable solution
and prevent rapid convergence to a non-optimized solution. In this study, we perform router-level and
link-level mutations to generate various cases. When one router is modified, the characteristic of the
NoC changes significantly. However, when one link is modified, the features of the topology synthesis
case do not change dramatically. Thus, at link-level mutations, several links are edited.

In router-level mutations, the selected case has half the chance to delete the existing router or half
the chance to create a new router. When a router is deleted, the same process as restoring Violation
(1) and Violation (2) in a crossover operation is performed. In the router generation, a new router is
created at a distance within LENMAX from a randomly selected PE and the router is associated with the
PE. Next, the new router is related to another router by the router connection method of initialization.
If there are PEs that can be connected to the created router within LENMAX, and there are spare ports
in the router, each PE has a 50% chance of connecting to the router.

In link-level mutations, some of the PEs are randomly selected. Then, if there are other routers
available for each PE, the PE is connected to one of those routers, and the existing connection is removed.

Cases generated by mutation are used for the next generation of operations. Many mutations in the
next generation of topology synthesis cases can cause the solution to converge too late and unnecessarily
increase computation time. Other GA studies have shown that obtaining mutation-generated cases is
less than 10% of all cases [35,36]. In this study, we set this ratio to 10%.

5.6. Local Search

The proposed topology synthesis has one limitation. Because there is no operation to relocate
the routers, it is difficult to find the reasonable router location in each case. The location of the router
affects the length of the links, which can affect the latency of the ECC logic added to those links. For the
limitation, routers are modified based on local search. Local search is a way to improve the value of
the objective function by changing the internal characteristics of some instances in small increments.

In each case, the routers are moved one space on the grid in a random direction to verify if the
number of faulty wires on the links to the router increases. If the total number of faulty wires does
not increase, the shifted position is used for the subsequent generation, whereas if it is increased, the
router is returned to its original position. In this way, the router can be located, reducing the number
of faulty wires on the links while maintaining connectivity. The decrease of faulty wires reduces the
correctability of the ECC added to the link, reducing the area and latency of the logic.

6. Simulation Results

6.1. Simulation Setup

To evaluate the performance of the proposed topology synthesis, an average latency simulation
environment based on the Booksim 2.0 [37] was implemented. For the aging simulation of links, power
analysis of each router based on Orion 2.0 power-area simulator [38] was conducted. The Hotspot 6.0
temperature modeling tool [39] was used to generate on-chip heating scenarios. Moreover, aging-aware
ECC logic of NoC routers and the solutions were implemented in Verilog HDL, and then logic synthesis
was performed using the Synopsys design compiler and Synopsys 32 nm library for the area and
latency analysis.

The NoC specification for simulation is as follows. The supply voltage for the NoC components
was set to 1 V and the clock frequency to 1 GHz. In this environment, the reasonable delay/wire length
is 110 ps/mm [40]. The data bandwidth of the links is set to 32 bits. Considering that the initial setup
time of the flip-flop is 0.344 ns, and the propagation delay is 0.131 ns, the value of LENMAX is set to
5 mm. The NoC router consists of a four-stage wormhole router with up to four ports and up to three
virtual channels. An ECC encoder can be added to the output port of the router, and an ECC decoder
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can be added to the input. After the synthesis, the router has an area of about 0.09 mm2. From this
result, the size and shape of the router was assumed to be a square of one side length of 300 nm.

Figure 9 illustrates the simulation detail of the proposed technique. The latency and area overhead
of routers and ECC logics are derived from the HDL synthesis. At the same time, a scenario of packets
to be injected into the network is generated based on the traffic between the PEs specified in the
communication task graph. We evaluated the average latency of communication and the duty cycle
of channels based on latency and scenario of each link with ECC logic. Moreover, the simulation
results of Booksim 2.0 were applied to Orion 2.0 and Hotspot 6.0 to conduct on-chip temperature
analysis over time. Based on the duty cycle and temperature information of each period, the threshold
voltage shift of the flip-flops and the wire resistance change of the links were calculated. Finally,
the HSPICE simulation is used to confirm the delay shift that caused link failure. Considering the
error correction capability of ECC added to the failed links, we identified the time when the first
uncorrectable failure occurs.
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The following comparison groups were established to demonstrate contributions of the
proposed technique.

1. To verify the average latency and area savings of aging-aware ECC, we created a topology
synthesis solution that uses BCH logic at each link instead of aging-aware ECC. BCH logics are
designed to correct all expected aging-induced delay faults within the lifetime of each link.

2. To verify the improvement of the average latency and lifetime of the solution considering aging
in the NoC design, we created an existing design solution that undergoes aging analysis after
defining NoC connectivity. To ignore the aging element in GA, there is no local search that adds
ECC logic and adjusts routers during the evaluation process. After the location and connectivity
of routers and links are defined, the aging effect of each link is analyzed, and ECC logic is added
to the links. Both cases with aging-aware ECC logics and cases with BCH logics are created.

3. To verify the solution search efficiency of GA, we created a conventional GA-based topology
synthesis model with a fixed number of routers. Because the reasonable number of routers in
each network is not initially known, the average latency and computation speed were measured
by adding up to three routers from the smallest number of routers.
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The performance and overhead were evaluated based on the applications listed in Table 4. The area
of each PE is not specified in the published literature, hence we used the dimensions applied to each
application in [5]. Moreover, task graph for free (TGFF) [41] was utilized to run simulations in
applications with more than 25 PEs. In general, the area of PEs ranges from 1× 1 mm2 to 3× 3 mm2 [5].
We randomly set the area of PEs produced by TGFF within this range. Thirty virtual floorplan models
were randomly generated for each application, and topology synthesis was performed using the
proposed method and comparison groups for each model. Performance and overhead simulations
were achieved in the flow of Figure 9 for the generated topology synthesis cases.

Table 4. Simulation applications.

Application # of PEs MAX(ei, j)
(MB/s)

AVG(ei, j)
(MB/s)

Chip Size
(mm×mm) PE Size (mm×mm)

Picture-in-Picture
(PIP) 8 540 215.6 10 × 10 2.5 × 1.5, 1 × 1, 1 × 2, 1 × 2.5, 1.5 × 1, 1 × 2.5, 2.5 ×

1.5, 1 × 1

Multi-Window
Display (MWD) 12 128 93.33 12 × 12 2.5 × 1, 2.5 × 2.5, 3 × 2.5, 2.5 × 1.5, 1 × 2.5, 1.5 × 1.5, 2

× 1.5, 2.5 × 2, 2 × 1, 2 × 1.5, 1.5 × 2, 1.5 × 2.5

Moving Picture
Experts Group

Phase 4 (MPEG-4)
12 910 266.6 12 × 12 1.5 × 2, 2 × 1, 2.5 × 1.5, 3 × 2.5, 1 × 3, 2 × 1.5, 2 × 1.5,

1 × 2, 1.5 × 3, 2 × 1.5, 2 × 2.5, 3 × 2.5

Video Object Plane
Decoder (VOPD) 16 500 177.7 14 × 14

1 × 2.5, 3 × 1, 3 × 3, 2 × 2.5, 2 × 1, 2.5 × 1, 1.5 × 1, 2 ×
2.5, 2 × 1.5, 2 × 1.5, 2.5 × 3, 2 × 1.5, 1 × 1, 2 × 1.5, 1 ×

1, 2 × 1

TGFF-25 25 526 245.8 16 × 16

1.5 × 1.5, 1 × 1.5, 1.5 × 1, 2 × 2.5, 3 × 1.5, 2 × 1, 1.5 ×
2, 1 × 1.5, 1.5 × 2, 2.5 × 1, 2.5 × 2, 2.5 × 3, 1.5 × 3, 2.5
× 1.5, 2.5 × 1, 2.5 × 2.5, 3 × 2.5, 2.5 × 1.5, 1 × 2.5, 1.5 ×

1.5, 2 × 1.5, 2.5 × 2, 2 × 1, 2 × 1.5, 1.5 × 2

Dual Video Object
Plane Decoder

(DVOPD)
32 540 215.6 20 × 20

1 × 2.5, 3 × 1, 3 × 3, 2 × 2.5, 2 × 1, 2.5 × 1, 1.5 × 1, 2 ×
2.5, 2 × 1.5, 2 × 1.5, 2.5 × 3, 2 × 1.5, 1 × 1, 2 × 1.5, 1 ×
1, 2 × 1, 1 × 2.5, 3 × 1, 3 × 3, 2 × 2.5, 2 × 1, 2.5 × 1, 1.5
× 1, 2 × 2.5, 2 × 1.5, 2 × 1.5, 2.5 × 3, 2 × 1.5, 1 × 1, 2 ×

1.5, 1 × 1, 2 × 1

TGFF-36 36 624 287.7 24 × 24

2.5 × 1, 2.5 × 2.5, 3 × 2.5, 2.5 × 1.5, 1 × 2.5, 1.5 × 1.5, 2
× 1.5, 2.5 × 2, 2 × 1, 2 × 1.5, 1.5 × 2, 1.5 × 2.5, 2.5 ×

1.5, 1 × 1, 1 × 2, 1 × 2.5, 1.5 × 1, 1 × 2.5, 2.5 × 1.5, 1 ×
1, 1 × 2.5, 3 × 1, 3 × 3, 2 × 2.5, 2 × 1, 2.5 × 1, 1.5 × 1, 2
× 2.5, 2 × 1.5, 2 × 1.5, 2.5 × 3, 2 × 1.5, 1 × 1, 2 × 1.5, 1

× 1, 2 × 1

TGFF-50 50 676 313 30 × 30

1.5 × 2, 2 × 1, 2.5 × 1.5, 3 × 2.5, 1 × 3, 2 × 1.5, 2 × 1.5,
1 × 2, 1.5 × 3, 2 × 1.5, 2 × 2.5, 3 × 2.5, 1 × 2.5, 3 × 1, 3
× 3, 2 × 2.5, 2 × 1, 2.5 × 1, 1.5 × 1, 2 × 2.5, 2 × 1.5, 2 ×
1.5, 2.5 × 3, 2 × 1.5, 1 × 1, 2 × 1.5, 1 × 1, 2 × 1, 2.5 × 1.5,
1 × 1, 1 × 2, 1 × 2.5, 1.5 × 1, 1 × 2.5, 2.5 × 1.5, 1 × 1, 1.5
× 1.5, 1 × 1.5, 1.5 × 1, 2 × 2.5, 3 × 1.5, 2 × 1, 1.5 × 2, 1
× 1.5, 1.5 × 2, 2.5 × 1, 2.5 × 2, 2.5 × 3, 1.5 × 3, 2.5 × 1.5

6.2. Average Latency Analysis

Figure 10 shows the average latency comparison of cases using aging-aware ECC and BCH on link
when the aging process is considered during/after NoC topology synthesis. For applying aging-aware
ECC and BCH to each link, the GA with fixed router number and the GA with fluid change are applied.
In PIP, MWD, and MPEG-4, where the number of PEs is 12 or less, the optimized average latency is
shown in the cases where the smallest amount of routers are deployed. In these applications, the GA
with a fixed number of routers and the proposed GA solution showed the same average latency. In the
small scale topology synthesis, GA quickly finds the reasonable solution. From VOPD with 16 PEs,
GA with the least number of routers is not the lowest average latency solution. Moreover, from DVOPD
with 32 PEs, four cases of GA with a fixed amount of routers have higher average latency than the
proposed GA solution. The result shows that as the size of the chip increases, additional routers are
needed to optimize average latency. Using a GA with a fixed number of routers requires increasing the
number of routers that can be deployed, finding the best solution, and requiring repetitive operations.
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Cases using BCH logic show up to 39.49% higher average latency un comparison to those using
aging-aware ECC logic. In cases where the number of PEs increases and the number of routers deployed
on the chip is small, the difference in the average latency is particularly high. The result implies that
aging-aware ECC can reduce the high latency of BCH on links with high electromigration-based delay
shifts due to the long wire length.

When aging is discussed in the evaluation and local search of GA, the average latency is reduced
by 26.68%. This difference tends to increase as the number of PEs increases, and the number of routers
deployed decreases. If aging is considered after topology synthesis, connectivity is minimized even if
a high communication load or a long link is generated. These links add high correction ECCs to cover
the fast aging process, resulting in a solution with minimal average latency.

6.3. Lifetime Analysis

Because a 15-year simulation is an unrealistic computational time, we proceeded with NoC
simulation for 8 × 1013 cycles (≈1 day) and assumed that the scenario was repeated for 15 years(=
5475 days) of NoC operation. Threshold voltage and wire resistance shifts by NBTI, HCI, and
electromigration were analyzed by Equations (2), (3), and (4), and the delay shifts of the links were
analyzed based on the π model in HSPICE. The first non-recoverable delay fault on each link was set
to the lifetime of that NoC.

Figure 11 shows the lifetime analysis when the aging process is considered during/after topology
synthesis. Even if the number of routers deployed changes, each result shows a similar lifetime. Both
models with aging-aware ECC logic and BCH logic have a lifetime of 15 years. Compared with
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aging-aware ECC, models with BCH logic in sum have a lifetime of up to 9.16%. The average latency
decreases; however, ECC logic is added to prevent aging-induced delay faults.
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6.4. Area Analysis

The Verilog HDL model of the router and ECC logics are generated from the topology synthesis
results. After logic synthesis is performed, the area of NoC can be predicted. For the router, all the
designs used the four-port three-VC wormhole router with 0.09 mm2. Figure 12 shows the results
when aging process is considered during/after the topology synthesis. When the aging process is
considered in the topology synthesis, the area reduction is 26.03%. For each case, the area is compared
between the scenarios when aging-aware ECC or BCH logics are added. With aging-aware ECC logic,
the area reduction is up to 21.74% compared with the case with BCH logic.
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7. Conclusions

Aging of links is increasingly considered a critical problem because of the high rise in the
communication loads in on-chip interconnects. This study analyzes the aging of links in heterogeneous
manycore NoC and provides a solution at the topology synthesis stage. Aging-aware ECC logic analyzes
wire reliability by considering link length and communication load and provides the appropriate
reliability for each wire. The topology synthesis using aging-aware ECC logic uses 21% lower area
and reduces the latency by up to 39.49% more than the existing BCH logic in various applications.
Improved GA-based topology synthesis outputs the reasonable number of routers by altering the
number of routers on the chip. Furthermore, the proposed aging-resilient topology synthesis utilizes
ECC logic and search for the reasonable router location by adding a local search step. This topology
synthesis solution results in reducing the average latency by 26.68% compared with the solution
performed after aging analysis. The results show that the proposed technique provides a solution that
guarantees higher communication performance within the lifetime of NoC.
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